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In the special case of three-pulse action on a resonant medium (ruby, 'A,-' E(E) transition) it is shown that 
under certain conditions a sequence of optical traveling-wave pulses can be reversed in space at a certain 
instant of time by a standing wave. The parameters of the reversed responses of a resonant system (which have 
been named reversed echo signals) do not depend on the direction of action of the standing wave, and a much 
better signaVnoise ratio can be obtained in the detection of the signal. This has made it possible to measure in 
ruby, for the first time, the temperature dependence of the optical echo-signal intensity and its attenuation 
curve in a zero magnetic field. The transverse relaxation times T ,  in ruby (c = 0.05 wt.%) are determined at 
helium temperatures and for magnetic field of various intensities. The 'E(2A )-'E(F) spoptaneous transition 
time is also determined. It is found that the polarization of the reversed echo signals is the same as that of the 
traveling waves that cause, together with the standing wave, the emission of the reversed echo signals. The 
shape of the reversed echo signal is investigated under three-pulse action, is investigated for the first time, and 
it is shown that under certain conditions the shape can be reversed in time with respect to that of the pulses of 
the respective traveling waves. 

PACS numbers: 78.20. - e. 42.65.G~ 

Light (photon) has  by now found a number of 
applications in optical spectroscopy,3 yielded for  the 
hyperfine and superhyperfine line s t ruc tures  informa- 
tion masked by the inhomogeneous broadening, and 
yielded data on the irreversible-relaxation t imes and 
on the parameters of random processes. Photon-echo 
signals a r e  quite intense (in ruby, for example, they 
reach several  dozen watts at  an exciting-pulse power 
200-500 kW-Ref. 4), and can therefore find technical 
applications. These coherent responses promise to find 
use in the development of optical delay l ines and of op- 
tical memory cells.' The indicated spectroscopic and 
technical applications of photon-echo signals can be 
greatly expanded by using the phenomenon of reversed 

wave, the photomultiplier is not subjected to  the back- 
ground scattered light of the excited pulses, so  that the 
signal/noise rat io i s  increased. Making use of this ad- 
vantage of reversed echo signals, the temperature de- 
pendence and the fall-off curves of ruby-emission in- 
tensity in a zero  magnetic field a r e  obtained for the 
f i r s t  time ever. It i s  shown that the polarization of the 
reversed photon echo signals coincides with that of the 
corresponding traveling wave. 

1. THEORY OF OPTICAL COHERENT RESPONSES 
UPON EXCITATION OF A RESONANT SYSTEM BY A 
MULIPULSE SEQUENCE OF TRAVELING AND 
STANDING WAVES 

photon echo,6 which i s  the coherent optical response of 
The object investigated in our experiments was ruby. a resonant system to two-pulse l a se r  action if the f i r s t  

Resonance conditions were  obtained for the energy pulse i s  a traveling wave the second a standing wave. 
transition *Az - 2 ~ ( E ) .  It i s  knownZ that linearly polar - This echo signal i s  emitted in a direction opposite to 
ized light propagating along the optical c ax i s  of the that of the f irst  pulse, and i s  independent of the d i rec-  
crystal  causes simultaneous equally probable transi-  

tion of the action of the standing wave. If the wave vec- 
tions between the succeeding pa i rs  of sublevels: 

t o r s  of the exciting laser  pulses a r e  noncollinear, the 
indicated spatial regulari t ies  in the generation of r e -  
versed photon echo uncover a possibility of controlling 
the propagation of optical pulsed signals, reminiscent 
of the Thomson-Quate effect well known from acousto- 
electronics.? 

The possible applications of reversed  photon echo 
signals a r e  greatly expanded by multiple excitation of 
the resonant system. 

This paper i s  devoted to a theoretical and experimen- 
tal  investigation of the features of generation of r e -  
versed photon echo signals under three-pulse action. It 
is shown to generate these signals i t  i s  necessary that 
the f i r s t  two laser  pulses be traveling waves and the 
last  pulse be a standing wave. Since the reversed pho- 
ton echo signals a r e  emitted in a direction opposite to 
that of the action of the traveling waves, and a r e  inde- 
pendent of the direction of the action of the standing 

'A,(M='lr) -'E (M1='lZ) (0- transition) 

'A,(M=-'Iz) -'E (Mf=-'I,) (oitransition) 

This reduces the problem of calculating the optical co- 
herent responses in such a four-level system to the 
two-level problem, making i t  possible to consider the 
formation of the reversed photon echo signals separ-  
ately for each transition. 

Assume that a two-level system of particles i s  sub- 
jected to  resonant action by n (n = 1 ,2 ,3 , .  . .) laser  
pulses. The electr ic  field of the exciting pulse a t  the 
location r of the j - th  particle can be represented in the 
form of a superposition off (f = 1,2 ,3 . .  .) simultane- 
ously acting linearly polarized traveling waves: 

e E cos (at-klrj+cpot), ~ , ( r , ; t ) . = E  1 01  (1) 
f 

where w is the ca r r i e r  frequency of the pulse, e,, and 
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E,f a r e  the polarization unit vector and the amplitude 
of the electric field of the f-th wave, kf and cpof a r e  the 
wave vector and the initial phase of the f-th wave. The 
density matrix of the system a t  the instant of time t 
can be calculated in the interaction representation from 
the equation 

where L is the system-evolution operator; p, i s  the 
equilibrium density matrix and can be written in the 
formalism of the energy spin R = $ (Ref. 8) in the form 

N i s  the number of active centers, and R,, is the longi- 
tudinal component of the energy spin. 

Following Ref. 2, i t  can be shown that the system 
evolution operator can be written here  in the form 

X e x ,  [-iz AW,T.-,R,,] esp [iz b .-,,, R,++b .-,, ,R- 1 , 

where Aw, = w,, - w; w,, i s  the frequency of the reso-  
nant transition-of the j-th particle; w i s  the ca r r i e r  f r e -  
quency of the exciting pulses, assumed to  be the same 
for a l l  pulses; R,= Rl j  *a , , ;  Rl j  and R,, a r e  the 
transverse components of the energy spin of the j- th 
particle; t, is the instant of application of the n-th ex- 
citing pulse; 7, i s  the time interval between the 17-th and 
the (9+ 1)st pulses (Fig. l a ) ;  b,, i s  the parameter of 
the interaction of the j - th  with the q-th exciting 
pulse. If the pulse is a traveling wave, this parameter 
is of the form2 

while in the case of a standing wave 

where cp ,,, and cp ,,, a r e  the initial phases of the travel- 
ing and standing waves, respectively. 

A t ,  s At, s, A t ,  

a 

0 

FIG. 1. Order of excitation of a resonant system by a sequence 
of traveling waves and a standing wave. The shaded rectangles 
are the standing waves, and the remaining signals are the 
traveling waves: a) case of n-pulse action; b) case of three- 
pulse action, with two of the pulses propagating counter to 
each other and overkipping partially. 

The parameter 6, is the "area" of the pulse, which 
has  in the case of a rectangular pulse the form 

where Em is the amplitude of the electr ic  field intensity 
of the q-th exciting pulse; d i s  the modulus of the elec- 
t r i c  dipole moment of the transition between the con- 
sidered levels; At, is the duration of the exciting pulse. 

We consider now a specific case when the f i r s t  m (m 
= 1,2 ,3 ,  . . . , n - 1) pulses a r e  traveling and the last  
(n-th) is a standing wave Fig. l (a) .  Calculations using 
Eqs. (1)-(7) shows that the corresponding part of the 
density matrix, which contains t e r m s  with wave vectors 
directed opposite to the wave vectors of the f i r s t  m ex- 
citing pulses, i s  given by 

M(-km' = k 
I 

Rj+ F exp { i [ - b j - A w j ( t - 2 t , + t m )  - q o ]  1, 
2 (9) 

where k, i s  the wave vector of the m-th (m = 1, 2,.  . . , n 
- 1) exciting pulse; t m  i s  the instant of time of applica- 
tion of the m-th pulse); t ,  i s  the instant of application of 
the standing-wave pulse; cp, = -cp,, + cp',, + cp",,, with 
cp,, the initial phase of the m-th traveling waves, and 
cp'on and cp",, the initial phases of the two waves that 
form the standing wave (the last  exciting pulse); Bpca) is 
the a r e a  of the p(q)-th traveling-wave pulse (p < nz;  rn 
< q  n - 1); J,  is a bessel  function of the f i r s t  kind and 
zero order.  

Knowledge of the density matrix of the system makes 
i t  possible to calculate the macroscopic electric dipole 
moment for  the transitions a' and a-, and then a lso  the 
electr ic  field of the dipole emission of the system (as-  
suming that the electr ic  field of the exciting pulses i s  
polarized in a plane perpendicular o r  nearly perpendi- 
cular to the optical axis  of the crystal). As  a result ,  
the reversed photon echo emission field acquires a t  the 
instant t i n  the direction -k, the form 

o'd 
E.(t) = = F  r z  sin [r t+Aoj( t -2 t .+ t . )  

I 

+(k+km)rj-kRo+ qol, 

where x is the unit vector of the laboratory frame in the 
X-axis direction, with the Z axis directed along the op- 
tical axis  of the crystal; R, is the distance from the 
origin of the laboratory frame to the observation point; 
d is the modulus of the electric dipole moment for  the 
transitions a' and a-. 

Expression (11) is substantially different from zero 
for  each concrete m in the case k =  -k,. Thus, when a 
sample i s  excited in the indicated sequence there a r e  
formed in i t  n - 1 reversed photon echo signals, which 
propagate in directions opposite to the action of the f irst  
n - 1 exciting pulses a t  the instants of time km'  = 2tn 
- t,. A s  a result  it i s  possible to generate in this ex- 
citation regime n - 1 reversed photon echo signals a t  
various instants of time in directions opposite to the 
propagation direction of the corresponding traveling 
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waves. This circumstance seems quite important in 
problems dealing with the control of the motion of the 
light beam. We shall dwell now on several particular 
cases. 

1. n =  2, with the first  pulse a traveling wave and the 
second a standing wave. In this case there i s  a revers- 
ed photo echo signal in the -k, direction generated s i -  
multaneously with the primary photon echo (PPE) 
(emitted in the direction k,,, = 2$ -k,, where k, and $ 
a re  the wave vectors of the first  and second exciting 
pulses), in agreement with the results  of the theoretical 
paper.'' The amplitude of the reversed photon echo 
emission field is proportional to 

It is well known that the results  obtained by the method 
of evolution operators agree with the results  obtained 
by solving equations of the Bloch type." In the Bloch- 
equations procedure the echo amplitude turns out to be 
proportional to the relaxation factor, which in our case 
is written in the form exp(-2r,/~,), where 7, is the 
time interval between the exciting pulses and T, is the 
time of irreversible transverse relaxation. 

We note that under conditions of partial overlap of the 
two traveling waves that make up the standing wave 
there can also be formed an echo signal in the -kl di- 
rection, since this case is intermediate between the 
two- and three-pulse actions (if $ i s  antiparallel to 4- 
Ref. 12). Calculation shows that the amplitude of the 
radiated field is in this case proportional to 

sin 0, -[I-1, (20,) ] [ i  + cos 0a cos 9'1 

1 
I: 

(12) + - h (20.) [COS 0, cos 0'- l ]  +lo (20.) sin 0, sin 0.). 
2 

where Jl and J, a r e  Bessel functions of the first kind 
and of first and second order,  respectively. The areas  
of the corresponding pulses and their overlap sections 
a r e  shown in Fig. lb. The region of overlap of the 
second and third pulses corresponds to a standing wave 
(6 , )  whose action, together with the traveling wave, 
leads to the formation of the reversed photon echo. If 
b, = 8,= 0, Eq. (12) corresponds to the expression for 
the case n =  2. At 8, = 0, Eq. (12) goes over into the ex- 
pression for the stimulated photon echo signal in the 
three -pulse case.12 

2. n =  3. The first  two pulses a r e  traveling waves in 
the directions k, and k,, and the third is a standing 
wave. Calculation shows that at the instants of time 
2(7, + 7,) and r, + 2r2, where 7, and r2 a r e  the time in- 
tervals between the first  and second and between the 
second and third exciting pulses, the system emits r e -  
versed photon echo signals in the directions -k, and 
-$, respectively, with the reversed photon echo signal 
in the -k, direction proportional to 

0 
sin 9, cosa' [1-1,(28s) I ,  

2 

and in the -$ direction to 

cos 0, sin 0,[i--I, (2e3)]. 

In addition to the indicated reversed photon echo sig- 
nals, the resonant medium will emit the usual primary 

photon echo and stimulated photon echo signals. More- 
over, calculation similar to the foregoing, shows that 
the primary and simulated photon echo signals can be- 
come reversed in this excitation regime. To this end, 
the resonant medium is acted upon by a standing-wave 
pulse immediately after the generation of the primary 
and stimulated photon echo signals due to the action of 
two o r  three traveling waves. As a result, a t  the in- 
stants 27, and r 2 +  respectively the system will emit 
in the directions k, - 2 b  and k, -4 -k, reversed photon 
echo signals due to the action of the primary and stim- 
ulated photon echo signals and of the standing wave. 
The radiation field in the direction k, - 2 b  is propor- 
tional to 

02 sin 0, sinZ- [I-J, (20,) I ,  
2 

and in the direction k, -k, -k3 to  

sin 8, sin 8: sill 0g[l- la(20,)] .  

In particular the reversed primary photon echo can 
be regarded a s  an inverted variant of the reconstructed 
echo signa1.12'13 We consider now the question of the 
photon-echo signal polarization when the first  m (m = 1, 
2,. . .,n - 1) exciting pulses a r e  traveling waves, and 
the last pulse is a standing wave (questions connected 
with the polarization of the photon echo by standing 
waves only a r e  considered in detail in Ref. 14). 

Let each of the exciting pulses be linearly polarized a t  
an angle I), to the axis (which l ies in the plane perpen- 
dicular to the crystal optical axis). In a calculation 
similar to that in Ref. 2, the amplitude of the pulse 
electric field intensity is expressed in t e rms  of the pro- 
jections on the axes X and Y. The calculation leads to 
the following expression for the field of the reversed 
photon echo signal due to the action of the m-th pulse 
and of the standing wave: 

W 2d Em = 7 F ( x  cou $,+y sin $,) 
c Ro 

X x s i n  Iot+Aoi(t-2t,+t,) + (k+k,)r,-kR,+cF,], 
(13) 

i 

where F i s  determined from (10). It follows from (13) 
that the polarization of the reversed photon echo signal 
coincides with the polarization of the corresponding 
traveling wave1' (whose action together with that of the 
standing wave generated the reversed photon echo). We 
note that in the case when the exciting pulses act  a t  ap- 
preciable angles to the optical axis, i t  becomes neces- 
sary to take into account the presence of an ordinary 
and an extraordinary wave in the crystal." 

FIG. 2. Oscillograms of the reversed photon echo signals in 
r ~ b y [ ~ ~ ~  - 2 ~ ( ~ ) ] i n  the case of three-pulse excitation (the 
third pulse from the left is the standing wave). The first two 
from the right are the reversed photon echo signals; T I =  24 
nsec; rz= 36 nsec; Ho= 400 Oe; markers-10 nsec. 
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Since the exciting pulses a r e  quite long (At,= 10 nsec, 
where 7) = 1,2 , .  . . , n), i t  is important t o  take into ac-  
count the dephasing of the electr ic  dipoles during the 
t ime of the exciting pulses, and not only in the interval 
between the  pulse^.^ Under conditions when T$ < At 
< TI, and T$ < At < T,, where Tl i s  the longitudinal r e -  
laxation time and T, and T$ a r e  the t imes  of the trans-  
ve r se  irreversible and reversible relaxations, the evo- 
lution operator of the system takes the form 

L = exp [-ix A W , ( ~ - ~ . - A ~ , ) R , ~  

i i 

+ b . j ~ j t + b n : ~ , ] .  . . exp [ - I  ~ A W , ~ . R ~ . ]  
1 

where a,, = -Aw,At, (q = 1,2 ,  . . . , n) and the expressions 
for  b ,  were written our earl ier .  

The following recurrence relations a r e  useful in the 
calculation of the density matrix of the system from 
Eq. (2): 

erp [ a  (a,H,,+b,J,++b,'R,-) I R,s exp[-t(a,RJ3 

+b,"R,,+b,'R,_)] =A?"R,3+B,R,,+Bw'R,-, 

exp [ z ( a d ~ + b d j + + b * ' R , - )  I Rli exp 1 - 6  ( ~ , R , J  

+ b d j t + b , + ~ j - )  I =C ,R ,~+D~,++E,K, - ,  (15) 

exp [i(a&jl+bdj++b,'R,-) 1 R,- exp [-z (a,"RJl 

+b&j++bw'Rj-)] =C,'Rjs+E,*R,,+D,'R,-, 

where 

A, = (a,'+4b,bt' cos @*) , 
@, 

1 sin @* 
D, = [ad cos @1+2b,b,'(l+cos 0,) - 

@nl Q ,  ' 
(1-cos @,) 

Ew=2b,' 
@,a > '  

and the parameter a,, for  the traveling wave is 

cp,= ( ~ ~ + e , ~ ) ' ~ ,  

and for the standing wave 

Calculation of the density matrix in the considered 
case (when the f i r s t  m (m = 1 ,2 ,  . . . ,n  -1) pulses a r e  
traveling waves and the n-th is a standing wave) leads to 
expression (8), where 

Yexp -lb* t - l f  +tm -2 At, , ) ]  . [ ( (17) 
-1 

In the limiting case aw = 0 (the subscript Q runs  
through the numbers of all the exciting pulses), expres-  
sion (17) goes over into (9). In particular, in the case 
n = 2, when the f i r s t  pulse is a traveling wave and the 
second a standing one, the calculation leads to the fol- 
lowing expression for  the reversed photon echo in the 

-k, direction: 

u-l "=I 
~. . .  

X exp {i[-k,rj-Aoj(t-2z,-At,-At2)-~P]], (18) 

where Ci is the number of combinations of u taken v 
a t  a time. 

Thus, just a s  in the short-pulse case,  the reversed 
photon echo signal turns  out to be independent of the di- 
rection of the action of the standing wave. Allowance 
for the reversible relaxation during the t ime of action 
of the pulses (as  well a s  between the pulses) does not 
prevent generation of the reversed photon echo signal, 
and only deforms the shape of this  signal. 

2. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
OF REVERSED PHOTON ECHO SIGNALS FOLLOWING 
RESONANT EXCITATION OF A SYSTEM BY A 
SEQUENCE OF TRAVELING AND STANDING WAVES 

The experiments were performed with the setup de- 
scribed in Ref. 17. The density of the Cr3' ions in the 
investigated ruby crystal  was  0.05 wt.% The sample 
temperature ranged from 1.7 to 2.2 K. A constant 
magnetic field Ho a 1500 Oe was  applied to the sample 
in a direction parallel to c and caused an increase in 
the intensity of the reversed photon echo signals. The 
exciting laser  pulses were  separated in time. The r e -  
versed photon echo signals were  investigated under 
three-pulse excitation. The oscillograms of these sig-  
nals  in ruby a r e  shown in this  case  in Fig. 2. The sig-  
nals  were emitted in a direction opposite to that of the 
corresponding traveling waves and were  independent of 
the direction of the action of the standing waves. Under 
conditions when the direction of the action of the stand- 
ing wave was close to the propagation direction of the 
traveling waves, the reversed  photon echo signals were  
generated simultaneously with the corresponding pr i -  
mary photon echo signals. In three-pulse excitation, 
for  example, they were  observed simultaneously with 
the primary photon echo signals that were emitted a t  

. rel. un 

FIG. 3. Relat ive  intensi ty  o f  r e v e r s e d  photon echo ( R P E )  in 
ruby  (under two-pulse excitation) v s .  the t i m e  interval  7, b e -  
tween  the pu l ses ,  in a constant magnet ic  field H,= 460 (O), 77 
( h ) ,  40 (e), and 0 Oe ( A ) .  
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the instants 7, + 2r2 and 2(r1 + r2)  in the directions 2k3 
-4 and 2k3 -kl (where k, i s  the wave vector of that 
standing-wave-generating traveling wave whose propa- 
gation direction was close to that of the preceding t r a -  
veling wave). We call  attention to the fact that with in- 
creasing intensity of the f i r s t  pulse, the theory cal ls  
for the f irst  reversed photon echo to decrease and for 
the second to increase. Conversely, with increasing 
intensity of the second traveling wave the intensity of 
the f i r s t  reversed photon echo should increase (albeit 
not a s  much a s  in the preceding case) ,  and that of the 
second should decrease. By varying the intensities of 
the traveling waves i t  i s  possible t o  transfer  energy 
from one reversed photon echo to the other. This i s  
precisely the behavior of the reversed  photon echo sig-  
nal which we observed in our experiments with increas-  
ing intensity of the corresponding traveling waves. 

We note that we have experimentally registered (at 
the noise level) ra ther  weak signals of reversed pri-  
mary and stimulated photon echos. 

Since a much better signal/noise rat io i s  reached in 
the detection of reversed photon echo signals, i t  
seemed natural to use these signals under situations in 
which the procedure of the primary and stimulated 
echo turns out to be inapplicable because of the low 
sensitivity. Such a situation i s  realized in ruby, for 
example, in a zero magnetic field, when the very de - 
tection of primary and stimulated photon echo signals 
i s  a praiseworthy accomplishment. Figure 3 shows the 
intensity fall-off curves of one of the reversed photon 
echo signals both in a zero magnetic field and in mag- 
netic field of varying intensity. We determined from 
these curves, accurate to *12%, the t imes  T2 of 
t ransverse irreversible relaxation in ruby (c = 0.05 
wt.%) at  a temperature 2.2 K,  namely 

We investigated the temperature dependence of the 
reversed photon echo intensity in a zero magnetic field 
(Fig. 4). At temperatures lower than 5 K the relaxation 
due to the interaction between the electrons of the chro- 
mium ions with the aluminum nuclei predominates. At 
temperatures higher than 5 K the Orbach relaxation 
with participation of the ' E ( N )  state begins to prevail. 
The relaxation factor of the reversed photon echo signal 
can be written in the form exp(-2t,/r,), where t, i s  the 

FIG. 4 .  Temperature dependence of the reversed photon echo 
intensity in ruby in a zero magnetic field; 11- 52 nsec. 

FIG. 5. Relative intensity of reversed photon echo intensity in 
ruby [ 4 ~ 2 - 2 ~ ( E ) 1  vs .  the angle at which the polarization of this 
signal is  fixed; H o =  460 Oe. The arrows in the right-hand 
corner indicate the directions of the polarization vectors of 
the corresponding pulses and of the reversed photon echo Big- 
nal. 

instant of observation of the echo-signal maximum and 
7, i s  the lifetime of the echo signal. Using the resul t s  
of Geschwind,18 we have a t  T >  5K T, = qr, e x p ( ~ / k , ~ ) ,  
where r, is the lifetime of the spontaneous transition 
from the state 2E(2A) to the state 2E(E), A = 29 cm-l, 
k, i s  the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute 
temperature of the sample. Analysis of the temperature 
dependence of the reversed  photon echo yielded the es t i -  
mate 7, = lo* sec. 

We have also investigated experimentally the depend- 
ence of the reversed  photon echo intensity on the angle 
a t  which the polarization of this  signal is fixed (Fig. 5). 
If the polarization vectors of the traveling and standing 
waves a r e  mutually perpendicular, a similar  depend- 
ence was plotted in Ref. 6. It follows from these re la-  
tions that the reversed photon echo polarization coin- 
cides with the polarization of that traveling wave whose 
action together with the standing wave led to the gener- 
ation of the reversed  photon echo; th is  agrees  with the 
conclusions of the theory developed. 

An investigation of the shapes of the reversed photon 
echo signals and of i t s  correlation with the shapes of 
the corresponding traveling-wave pulses has  shown that 
if the intensity of the traveling waves is low and that of 
the standing wave high, the shape of the reversed pho- 
ton echo signals in the inverse of the shape of the cor-  
responding traveling wave pulses. This is clearly seen 

FIG. 6 .  Oscillogram illustrating the effect of the correlation 
of the shapes of the reversed photon echo signals in ruby with 
the shapes of the corresponding exciting pulses. The power of 
the third exciting pulse (= 300  kW) i s  one order of magnitude 
higher than that of the first two pulses; 71- 24  nsec. 35 
nsec,  H o = 4 6 0  Oe. 
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from the oscillograms of Fig. 6. The conditions under 
which the shapes of the echo signals correlate with the 
shapes of the pulses were discussed in Ref. 5. 

CONCLUSION 

It was shown above that a sequence of laser  pulses 
(which a r e  traveling waves) can be reversed  in space 
with the aid of a standing wave. Since the reversa l  ef- 
fect does not depend on the direction of the action of the 
standing wave, i t  follows that the generation of the s e -  
quence of reversed photon echo signals can be effected 
in practically any arbitrari ly chosen section of the 
sample. This permits  spectroscopic probing of various 
sections of the sample. A sequence of reversed photon 
echo signals with decreasing amplitude can then be used 
to determine the relaxation t ime T, a t  definite intervals 
between the pulses (without plotting the dependences of 
the reversed photon echo intensity on the various values 
of these intervals). In th is  respect  it reca l l s  the r e -  
versed variant of the C a r r  -Pur cell technique. 

The effect of reversa l  of l a se r  signals in the spin- 
echo procedure can be used in technology, since it per-  
mi ts  the motion of these signals at  specified instants of 
time in a previously chosen volume of a resonant medi- 
um. 

In conclusion, the authors thank Professor A.I. Alek- 
seev for a discussion of the polarization of two-pulse 
reversed photon echo, a s  well a s  Professor E.A. Many - 
kin for a discussion of the shapes of the echo signals. 
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